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Introduction 

 

As qualifications and curricula for coaching, and executive coaching, evolve and emerge 

the issue of the academic content appropriate for developing expertise in this field arises 

(Witherspoon &  White1996, Flaherty 1999,Crane 2002, D’Abate, Eddy & Tannenbaum 

2003). Notwithstanding those who would claim to be able to summarise all there is to 

know (Zeus & Skiffington 2003) concerns about the potential dangers of executive 

coaching and the myths it comes with are live issues ( Berglas 2002, Chapman, Best & 

Van Casteren 2003). Identifying, differentiating and incorporating academic 

contributions to Executive Coaching represents an important frontier of thinking in HRD, 

and a challenge for the plurality of academic tribes concerned with it (see Figure 1).  

 

The first approach that typically comes to the fore  is to reach for and gather together a 

set of subject-matter based disciplines; for example, psychology, social psychology, 

career studies, and organisational analysis. This approach keeps all the tribes happy, as 

they each have a place; however the curriculum can become too broad and remain at  

basic level. An alternative approach is to consider and explore theory-based thinking; on 

key themes like motivation, ethics, communication, strategy and so on. This is then less 

about an over broad and basic curricula, but can become too techniques driven. Finally 

there may be a more methods-based identification of approaches; seeking to cover both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches, scientific and cultural resources, and deal with 

both the philosophical and practical.  

 
• Counselling,  

• Cognitive, behaviourist, humanist psychology  

• Sports coaching 

• Strategic HRD  

• The Psychodynamic Perspective 

• Lifespan Issues; Stages and Transitions  

• Communication and Discourse Analysis  

• The Adult Learning Perspective 

 

Figure 1; Contributions to studying Executive Coaching 

 

These are all possible contributions and approaches, seen in the literature. But they share 

the same essential problem. This is that there is great flux around the boundaries of what 

executive coaching is, and seeking to mange such ragged and ill defined boundaries by 

accommodating any of these kinds of variation may not actually produce a balanced and 

rounded academic account.  

 



Becher & Trowler (2001) identify an alternative way of mapping academic territories 

which can be considered, and which might produce a different way of making sense of 

the curriculum needs of  subject like Executive Coaching. They suggest a better way to 

have a depth-oriented identification of a complementary set of varying, contrasting and 

connected, potential academic contributions. First they suggest that any territory can be 

defined as favouring a certain kind of approach, along a continuum from the ‘hard’ to the 

‘soft’. At the ‘hard’ end of the spectrum re the subjects suited to the ‘realists’, those 

seeking to identify the facts of a discernable and stable reality. At the ‘soft’ end there are 

the subjects occupied by the  phenomenologists, those seeking diverse accounts of the 

kinds of social construction interacting as dynamic ways of making sense. In between are 

those territories shared by those who accept that ‘realist’ knowledge is possible but it is 

always mediated by social processes (Goldman 1999).  

 

For Becher and Trowler there is also a cultural dimension to defining academic 

groupings, apart from the kind of territory they prefer. There are, in other words, the 

equivalent of tribal groupings.  Cultures are taken-for-granted values, attitudes and ways 

of behaving articulated through and reinforced by recurrent practices among a group of 

people in a given context. Where the tribes are academic the coherence and permanence 

of groupings divide along lines following cultures where there either is a clear paradigm 

or there is no clear paradigm. For the former consensus on  a core paradigm is essential, 

for the latter disagreement is the norm. At one end there are tribes concerned with 

convergence, centered on a clear paradigm. At the other end there are tribes dealing with 

divergence, where there is no dominant paradigm. Socialisation and initiation into one 

culture or the other, and being able to define the situation and use the right discourse, the 

savoir faire of the tribe, becomes central to knowing and using the discourses and modes 

of argument associated with the tribe. Taken together these two dimensions produce a 

matrix of potential academic tribes and territories (see Figure 2). Becher and Trowler 

would propose that any individual or subject could be mapped onto this framework. 

Some favour hard and convergent thinking, research and teaching while others favour 

soft and divergent thinking, research and teaching. 
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Figure 2; academic tribes and territories, based on becher & trowler (2001) 

links to executive coaching curricula 

 

The next step in analysis taken here may go in one of two directions. One is to map 

Executive Coaching onto this, as being appropriate for one domain not another; suiting a 

curriculum developing the soft and divergent, for example, rather than the hard and 

convergent. Alternatively the framework can be used to identify how the various kinds of 

thinking associated with executive coaching as it emerges as subject can be mapped onto 

this framework. That can be used to explore how executive coaching as a subject ( see 

Figure 3) is currently perceived, and identify issues and weaknesses with that. The point 

is then that the curricula for development in executive coaching should provide a 

complete and rounded coverage across all these domains, rather than being isolated or 

confined within one kind of  tribe or territory. There will be preferences and strengths 

arising in different individuals and institutions, but the health of the overall system needs 

coverage across all the domains. 

 

It is not possible to review the set of courses and the curricula, but it is possible to review 

the literature used to develop and deliver such courses. 
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Figure 3; tribes and territories of executive coaching 

 

 

Psychodynamic approaches 

 

Reference to psychodynamic approaches are central to the executive coaching liuterature 

(Sperry 1993,  Anderson, 2002, Arnaud 2003) . Peltier (2001) proposes that applications 

of the psychodynamic approach should be at the forefront. Thus the concerns are about 

how deterministic forces may be motivating behaviour, and how internal representations 

mediate behaviour. Effective development requires issues about trust, self esteem, 

accurate self and other perception, independence,  comfort with power and authority, and 

energy and focus being addressed. Questions about handling conflicting forces , 

managing internal representations of object relations, and the problems of high 

performance in authority roles all come to the forefront. This framework may be seen to 
include divergent models, based on different theories and theorists, favouring those who 

can navigate the soft territories well (Kilburg 1996, Kilberg 2000) .  

 

The sports approach 

 

The existence of a sports approach reflects several academic and cultural forces 

(Galleway 1986) . Not least among these is that the historical audience for much 

executive coaching is predominantly male (Ludeman & Erlandson, 2004), and they are 

happier to think of their problems as being like those of sporting individuals and teams 

rather than being associated with therapeutic thinking and practice. The key themes, 

regardless of sport or activity. tend to revolve around 

 

• Drive, discipline and determination; focus and dream driven  

• Teaching the fundamentals closely and carefully 

• Playing against ‘yourself’; bettering your own best performance;  

• Visualization; mental rehearsal 

• Using Video Feedback 

• Learning from defeat 

• Valuing Honesty, Trust, Communication 

 

Galleway represents a classic version of this. In seeking to improve performance most 

people would reach first for a top instructor. But this might actually perpetuate frustrating 

levels of performance. Learners take it for granted, and it is the norm, to have an 

instructor instruct you; and learners may feel cheated if they do not get that. But the 

whole process of instruction is based on a fundamental flaw; that people have been 
persuaded to mistrust themselves and their natural learning process. Most education and 

training is based on passively acquiring ‘do-instructions’. Learners are told to ‘do’ this, 

and ‘do’ that. This is couched in terms of the needs of either mastering conceptual or 



practical aspects, based on the authority and power of the instructor as a possessor of the 

secrets and mysteries of the activity and the learner as a blank slate.  

 

However, learners have their  own natural, innate, learning process; they can learn 

anything without instruction from experience. This model actually requires that the 

natural mode of learning be neutralised, and the most effective way of doing that is to 

introduce the leaner to self doubt; that they cannot learn or improve without ‘do-

instructions’.  There is then a vast business of trying to analyse actions into concepts, 

then  into ‘do-instructions’, and institutions devoted to then giving the learner their 

immersion in these as the way to learn. It is partly successful with children, increasingly 

problematic with young people, and with adults there are often major problems; 

 

I do not understand; Communication gaps between teacher and learner; the 

teacher knows what they are talking about, the learner does not. At best the 

learner has to master the vocabulary first; but learning the vocabulary becomes all 

that happens, there is no change in performance, just reinforced self doubt  

I cannot do that; The learner understands intellectually, but not able to act; the 

instructor may be asking you to do things that are currently beyond you, so the 

performance does not improve. Not being able to meet expectations, to follow the 

instructions at that stage, produces reinforced self doubt  

It makes no difference; The instructions may be wrong or misguided; they are 

generic and do not deal you’re your underlying performance problems, but it 

reinforces self doubt  

There is too much to think about; There are too many instructions at one time; 

there is too much to attempt to consciously manage, so the ‘lesson’ has no impact, 

and the experience of overload reinforces self doubt   

 

This kind of ‘do-instruction’, premised upon and reinforcing self doubt about a natural 

ability to learn, is ingrained in the education and training of people. People struggle 

through learning episodes, seeking to work around the chronic problems engendered by 

the prevalence of self doubt, with the systemic effect of reinforcing it. Worse, the ‘do-

instructor’ of learning episodes takes up residence and becomes ingrained internally; 

learners replicate an ‘do-instructor’ presence in their own consciousness; the voice that 

sows the seeds of doubt, that interferes with performance and with trying to learn to 

improve performance even if you are not in a formal learning situation.  

 

It is at this point that the potential role of a ‘Zen’ guru comes in. For they can help people 

develop the awareness, concentration and self control required to let them natural 

learning process prevail; which they can trust to personally and directly via experience 

know and deal with your own needs, and improve performance. What the coach should 

do is help people develop insights about the inner game, and leave the rest, the 

mechanics, to that. For they are capable, they can learn anything naturally, and can 

improve performance through experiential learning. Removing the interference of the 

tense, doubting, egotistical, results fixated, narcissistic self works wonders. Decrease self 

doubt, develop relaxed concentration and awareness, trust yourself, and you can improve 



performance. Everyone can. And learning, that is growth and change, will occur not just 

in performance of the activity but more broadly as well. 

 

The analysis depends upon a model of the mind split; similar to those associated with the 

duality of the conscious and unconscious, left-brain and right-brain, indeed mind and 

body.  The recipe is to remove self doubt, concentrate and be aware, linked across from 

improving capability to the existential and spiritual. It is expressing a critique of Western 

education and learning, favouring a sports psychology approach more broadly. This 

agenda is an example of  hard and convergent one; whether the lessons come from  a 

successful football team or a successful golfer, there is a prescriptive, focused message. 

 

The consulting approach 

 

The consulting process is not covered in any detail here as the space constraints are high, 

and it is well documented elsewhere. In essence it is grounded innthe use of a set of 

techniques, such as the ‘GROW’ (Goals-Realities-Options-What next ?) model, would 

represent a typical consultancy approach; from all kinds of realms action-oriented tools 

and models are acummulated and form a bricolage, a toolbox, of current and common 

techniques. There is no core to this, and thus there is an ever evolving divergence, as new 

concepts, models or techniques are imported or , more often, re-branded. It is argubake 

whether this is truly ‘hard’, or whether it just gives the impression of being so. 

 

The constructivist approach 

 

Zeus & Skiffington (2003) Offer a perspective they state is constructivist. They locate the 

concern arising as coaching arose in other areas, then sports, and now is associated with 

new, constructivist, approaches to learning. For them that means it is a conversation, 

helping people access what they know already. It means learning through using various 

techniques not teaching, and asking questions not providing answers. It deals with 

altering maladaptive behaviour, changing habits and opening up new possibilities up to 

re-inventing the self. This all entails working with emotions. 

 

The starting point is clarifying values and visions, goals and actions for fulfillment. In the 

executive context this involves a collaborative, individualised relationship between two 

people, to bring about behavioural change and transform working life. This can be done 

with various styles, dealing with skills, performance, development or the ‘ the executives 

agenda’. It is not therapy, or counseling, or consulting, or mentoring. It is a tool for 

gradual  growth, to fit with organisational imperatives, requiring comfort around top 

management and political astuteness. 

 

This approach shares elements of the psychodynamic favouring of the soft territory, but 

tends towards a convergence on a set, single master framework or paradigm; in this case 

constructivism, but in the case of other authors their own personal core paradigm. 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

 

It is healthy and needed to encourage a creative and reflective understanding of executive 

coaching while advancing levels of academic achievement in executive coaching. 

Learners should gain both greater  knowledge of human interaction and enhanced 

professionalism. However this pluralism also opens up the danger of too many complex 

subjects and areas of theory being superficially dealt with . This tension between 

pluralism and depth can be expected to produced dynamic competition among the 

academic tribes. The curriculum for Executive Coaching is taking shape in various 

places. For the greatest academic credibility and effectiveness there ought to be some 

consideration of the kind of pluralism required to best enable a robust curriculum. The 

model proposed by Becher and Trowler has been identified and explored here. It suggests 

that the set of approaches commonly taken as part of the potential curriculum for 

executive coaching can indeed provide such foundations; but the differences and 

interactions, and possible conflicts, between them need to be attended to.  
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